This paper presents a desired trajectory generation of the biped base joint that keeps the CoP position at the constant position when periodic external forces are exerted. For a single sinusoidal external force, the desired trajectory is set based on the frequency transfer function that relates the desired angle and the external force to the ankle torque. For generic periodic external forces, Fourier expansion is introduced, and the Fourier coefficients are estimated based on the framework of an adaptive control. Simulations will demonstrate the effectiveness of this method.
Introduction
Biped robots are required to maintain the balance under disturbance. If a periodicity is observed in a disturbance as shown in Fig. 1 , human learns this periodicity and make the best use of it for the balancing. From this point of view, we consider a learning of the desired trajectory that keeps the ZMP (zero moment point) [1] , i.e., the CoP (center of pressure) [2] , at the constant place using a simplified biped model based on an inverted pendulum that is sometimes utilized for the biped modeling [3, 4] .
As an introduction of biped locomotion, the balance control [5, 6] is an important problem to solve. The ZMP criterion is effectively utilized to locomotion planning [7, 8, 9] . There, the reference trajectories are basically calculated using the strict model of the robots, although real-time generations or online modifications of the reference trajectories are proposed to allow the robustness [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] . Some works treat the ZMP position as direct feedback signal to the torques [15, 16] .
This paper aims at computing the reference trajectories for balancing by learning, which is not related to the robot dynamics or the effects from environments. For this purpose, an unknown periodic external force, which is expected to describe any robot dynamics or any environmental conditions, is introduced. Periodic external force is compatible to acting forces during locomotion: usually, locomotion consists of periodic movements that produce periodical interaction force. It implies that, if the balancing method with respect to periodic external forces is established, it is also applicable to motion planning of the locomotion pattern, the planning by leaning simulation. This is a reason why we consider a balancing task under periodic external forces. An advantage of our method is the unnecessity of strict models if the external force is periodic. 
And the position of CoP, , from the base center is given as
Now, a simple PD control is applied to the balance control of this model:
Then, a problem that we consider in this paper is formulated as follows:
Problem: Suppose an external force is periodic. Then, design the desired trajectory d θ of the PD control (3) such that the position of the CoP should be kept at the bottom of the base joint, i.e., 0 CoP P ≡ .
Methodology

Outline
Generally, external forces are unknown. First of all, we assume that the periodic external force is completely known, especially, is described as a single sinusoidal function. Next, we will develop this method to a case where only the period of the external force is known. A way to deal with a completely unknown periodic external force is discussed as future works.
A known sinusoidal external force
Consider the case where F is given as a single sinusoidal function
Linearizing (1) around the upright posture and eliminating θ by use of (3) after Laplace transformation, the transfer function to τ is obtained.
Here, (2) indicates that, to keep the CoP at the bottom of the base joint, ( ) 
then the CoP stays at the constant position.
Periodic external force with known period
If period is known, external force is described as the Fourier series with the base angular frequency Here, assume that n is sufficient large. Then, utilizing the method in the previous section, d θ should be given as
Then, the unknown parameters k α and k β can be obtained from an adaptive control which was proposed by Slotine and Li [17] . 
Simulations
An object of simulation is to examine the trajectory generation that keeps CoP at the constant position with respect to external force with known period. The model in Fig. 1 is used in this simulation, 
and the period 12s, the least common multiplier of two sinusoidal components 3s and 4s, was given to the controller as known parameter. Other control parameters are: p K =1200, d K =700 and =19. n Fig. 3 (a) is the time-based plot of the CoP position, while Fig. 3 (b) is that of the desired angle. The period until around 160s is a learning phase where parameters on the external force were estimated under the PD control with 0
. Fig. 3(c) is the time-based plot of parameter learning. Both sinusoidal components in (11), 25 and 18, are correctly acquired. After this period, the parameter learning was stopped, and the desired trajectory was switched using the desired trajectory construction (9) and (10) based on the learned parameters. In this phase, the CoP was always kept around 0m, by actuating the base joint so as to follow the periodic external force, which was observed the matched trajectories of the θ and d θ .
Discussions and conclusions
The simulation results demonstrate that our method achieved the desired trajectory generation that keeps the CoP at the center of the base. This method requires that the period of the external force must be known in advance. For completely unknown periodic external force, its period must be estimated. A method based on a local auto-correlation [18] may achieve this estimation. A possible significance of our method is that it will be applicable to the locomotion pattern planning by learning even if the dynamics of robots are uncertain: in the balancing task, the effect of the robot dynamics can be represented as the unknown external force that is generated by the body, leg, and arm motions during the locomotion. The period of such motions is usually known in the designing stage of the motion pattern. From this point of view, the calculation problem of the robot dynamics with uncertain parameters are replaced as the learning process under unknown external forces that is actually applied to the real robot in a periodic manner. But, this idea is still conceptual. Simulations with multi-linked dynamics as well as experiments using inverted or biped robots are our future works to achieve the above our goal.
